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Appleton Rum
Opportunity 

Canada is Appleton’s biggest international market - second only to Jamaica in sales. 
Unfortunately, the brand has not been actively supported in Canada since 2012 and growth has 
stalled. Appleton has no true differentiator. 

Leading brands, Bacardi and Captain Morgan, are increasingly marketed to younger 
demographics. There is now a preconceived perception that rum is just a mixer, a party drink. 
Younger consumers don’t appreciate the sophistication of aged rum. 

Appleton drinkers are on average slightly older and more affluent than traditional rum drinkers. 
They are more likely to appreciate value and taste. There is an opportunity to raise the bar and 
change how consumers think about rum.



Strategy

Rum is just as enjoyable as other premium 
spirits like whiskey, but it is significantly 
cheaper. 

We are looking to lure young rum and 
whiskey drinkers away from other 
premium brands. 

How? Reposition Appleton as a premium 
yet affordable substitute to other sipping 
spirits popular in Canada. 

Creatively 



Why Appleton?
Appleton is unique in that spirits age 300% faster 
in Jamaica. 

Creatively, we would launch a new campaign 
pushing Appleton as a premium sipping spirit. 
Positioned primarily around aging as a 
differentiator and determinant of quality. 

Similarly focused on thoughtful drinkers, that want 
to appear more sophisticated. 

For young professionals looking to make an 
impression, Appleton rum is for you. 

Wise Beyond Your Years.
Just Like Our Rum.



Canadian Credit Union Association 
Opportunity

Banking is increasingly unpopular with younger, urban consumers. This is particularly true for 
Credit Unions. Financial advice is still built on a traditional life cycle and Millennials need more 
customization.

The Canadian Credit Union Association needs to position themselves as a financial institution 
who understands Millennial needs and works for their benefit. Local service and community 
membership does not matter if it is not a product or service that meets their needs. 

75% of Millennials look to technology companies to change the industry. 

 We are advocating for technology and investing in innovation. 



Strategy 

Become top of mind by giving the audience 
what they need when they need it. 

Credit Unions are rich with data but i’ll 
prepared to provide the level of 
customization Millennials are used to with 
companies like Amazon and Netflix.

We recommend a new partnership with a 
tech company - Embrace data and analytics 
for their strategy.



Made to Measure
Canadian Credit Union Association

Offer consumers a new online platform and 
customizable dashboard, including all their 
private information, a news feed, updates, 
and personalized suggestions. 

A members database: combining Credit 
Union member transaction data, and 
service with advanced analytics to create a 
complimentary resource for Millennials. 



Think with Google 
Opportunity 

Strategic Planners must have a working knowledge of everything in advertising, from industry 
trends to consumer insights. Planners are also time conscious, often assigned to multiple projects 
at once. They use available resources to stay on track.

The principal way we discover information is through Google. Think with Google should be the go 
to resource for Canadian specific marketing insights. So why is it that when Planners in agencies 
across Canada are looking to answer a client question they turn mostly to other sources? 

Unfortunately, Think with Google can’t compete with the detail of paid search. There is, 
however, value in consistent Canadian-specific content. For now, Think with Google has more 
value as a day to day educational resource. 



Strategy 
Warren Buffett starts every morning with 
the Wall Street Journal.

We want Planners to start their day with 
Think with Google.

This includes the newsletter and daily 
alerts: presentable information packaged 
specifically for them, used to inspire 
thought. 



Fuel for Thought
Highlight the scale of information available 
across all platforms with consistent updates that 
speak to the knowledge Think with Google has 
as a clear resource.

The first research tool planners visit is generally 
their most reliable, impactful source. 

Start your day with Think with Google and inspire 
creativity. 

   Think with Google. 



We want Think with Google to be top of mind

Inspire thought and promote first contact through..

1) Newsletter & Alerts
2) Think Tank: agency visits and workshops
3) Create Mobile Apps for each individual TWG tool
4) Use strong relationships with Strategy & Media in Canada to get 

articles posted 
        
Need inspiration? Information on the go? 

T.W.G is a quick way to gather presentable  information that has  
impact.

Connections Plan



Just Give & Coca-Cola

Opportunity

Just Give is an event for the Pinball Clemons Foundation, a day to spread kindness in 
downtown Toronto. In partnership with George Brown College, we were tasked with 
creating a new communication and activation plan for the 2017 event. We were pitched 
Coca-Cola as a strategic partner. 

Coca-Cola has often positioned their marketing efforts around sharing and moments of 
happiness. With Just Give, Coca-Cola can further drive this message forward. With 
Coca-Cola, the Pinball Clemons Foundation gains global recognition and a powerful 
brand partner. 



Strategy

Coca-Cola and Just Give present a Pop of 
Kindness. A 12 hour burst of good will:

A series of pop-up activations, created to  
inspire acts of kindness and sharing.

➢ Kindness Moves You branded street car - 

sponsored and free TTC service

➢ Just Give recycling program -  branded bins 

presented by Coca-Cola Life, return empty 

bottles and cans for a fresh Coca-Cola

➢ Relaunch the Share a Coke initiative with 

new messaging around kindness 



La Dee Da Gourmet Sauce 
Opportunity 

La Dee Da Gourmet Sauce is an emerging CPG brand. They are popular in over 400 stores 
across Canada. In 2016, they came to George Brown, hoping to grow their business in 
South Western Ontario. We presented a new communication plan, looking to capitalize 
on increasingly adventurous and food savvy consumers. 

Today’s consumer demand healthy and convenient options. La Dee Da’s competitive 
advantage lies in the versatility and convenience of their product, positioned not only as a 
pasta sauce, but as a cooking ingredient and a snack. We designed a campaign to 
better emphasize these benefits.



From Blah to La Dee Da
Transform any dish into a gourmet meal 
Millennials are looking to make healthy homemade 
food in under 30 minutes. La Dee Da sauce gives 
consumers a healthy additive to brighten up even the 
most hastily made meals.

Recommendations:

➢ Before & After online banners - Makeup for your food
➢ Visual eating social campaign - memorable eating 
➢ Strategic partnership with GBC Chef School - live “Iron 

Chef” style competition using La Dee Da sauces
➢ Transformation videos - bring flavour to lifeless meals and 

encourage experimentation in the kitchen 
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